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Int roduct ion 
Educational  indicators are statistics that allow for value judgements to 
be made about  key aspects of the functioning of educat ional  systems. To 
emphas ize  their  evaluative nature,  the term "performance indicator" is 
frequently used. Included in this definition of educational indicators are: 
- The not ion that  we are deal ing with measurab le  character is t ics  of 
educational systems; 
- The aspirat ion to measure "key aspects", be it only to provide an "at a 
glance profile of current  conditions" (Nuttal, 1989) rather  than in-depth 
descr ipt ion;  
- The requ i rement  hat  indicators  show someth ing  of the qual i ty of 
school ing, which implies that  indicators  are stat ist ics  that  have a 
reference point (or standard)  against which va lue- judgements  can be 
made. 
Usually pol icymaking at nat io r~ level is seen as the major source of 
application of indicators (indicator systems as pol icy-information systems). 
This view on the appl ication of indicators should be enlarged, however, 
since consumers  and "third parties" like private industry  are also seen as 
users  of the informat ion that  indicator  systems provide. Likewise, the 
educat ion system at local administrat ive l vel and even individual schools 
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could also use indicators to support  pol icymaking (indicator systems as 
management  information systems). 
Dur ing the last decade var ious types of col lections of indicators,  
usual ly referred to as indicator-systems, has been proposed and a sub-set of 
these have been actual ly used. Van Herpen (1989) gives a comprehensive 
overview of what he calls "conceptual models of educational indicators". For 
our purpose it is suff icient to discern some major developments in these 
various approaches to conceptualizing education indicator systems. 
Economic  and social  ind icators  are the origin of educat iona l  
indicators. "Social indicators of education" describe educat ional  aspects of 
the population, whereas educational  indicators describe the performance of 
the educat ional  system (Van Herpen, 1989, p. 10). The first trend in the 
development of educat ional  indicators was the transit ion from descriptive 
statist ics to measur ing performance,  or, more generally, a shift towards 
statistics of evaluative importance. 
When we look at developments  in educat iona l  indicators  at the 
National Center for Statistics of the US Department  of Educat ion we can 
discern a second trend. At first this offered descriptive stat ist ics on the 
state of the educat ional  system, including data on inputs  and resources.  
Since 1982, "outcome" and "context" data were given a more prominent  
place, and in a recent proposal  to redesign the educat ion data system, 
"process" aspects  of the funct ioning of educat iona l  systems were also 
included (Stern, 1986; Teauber,  1987). This second trend can thus  be 
character ized as a movement  towards more comprehens ive  ind icator  
systems, first by adding output  measures and context measures to the more 
traditional measurement  of inputs and resources, and secondly by a growing 
interest in "manipulative input factors" and process-characterist ics.  
The third trend is somewhat related to the second one, as far as the 
interest  in process character is t ics  i concerned.  Tradit ional ly  indicator 
systems have concentrated on macro-level data, such as national ill iteracy 
rates, the proport ion of pupi ls  that  have passed their  final secondary  
examinations,  school etc. When we think of process- indicators a referring 
to the procedures  or techniques that  determine the transi t ion of inputs  
into outputs,  interest in process- indicators natural ly leads to an {nterst in 
what  goes on in schools. So. the third trend in conceptual iz ing indicator 
systems is to measure  data at more than one aggregation level (national 
system, school, perhaps even the classroom; see Teauber,  1987; Scheerens 
et al., 1988). 
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What emerges from this brief overview of developments in the field of 
educat ional  indicators is the not ion that  a context - input -process -output  
model is the best  analyt ic scheme to systematize thinking on indicator 
systems. Such a model is depicted in Figure i. 
Context 
e.g. consumer demands, 
school environment, 
policy measures at 
higher administrative l vel 
I 












Figure I: Context-input-process-output-outcome Model ofSchooling 
Process  ind icators  and their  specif ic place with in educat iona l  
indicator  systems will be d iscussed in the next section. In the following 
sections the l i terature on school effectiveness will be used as a basis for the 
selection of specific process indicators. 
Basic Questions on Process Indicators 
The quest ion arises whether  process measures  of school functioning 
do indeed conform to the definit ion of educat ional  indicators that  has 
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already been given. It is doubtful whether process measures as such can be 
used as a basis for judging the performance of an educational system. 
Would one, for instance, be willing to accept the degree to which a 
school (or a school district) used a specific curr icu lum as a t rustworthy 
criterion for judging educational performance? Process measures relate to 
outcome measures as a means to an end and thus, it could be argued, using 
these as performance indicators would be "goal displacement" in a new 
form. To put  it bluntly,  process indicators could lead to evaluative 
conclusions of the "operation succesful, pat ient deceased" kind. The only 
way out of this would be the existence of empirically supported causal 
models of educational performance, from which the importance of specific 
process measures  could be deduced. Unfortunately,  as we shall further 
demonstrate,  no such establ ished causal  models exist. Generally, the 
variance in output  measures that  is accounted for by input and process 
measures is rather low. I believe the only legitimate way to employ process 
indicators is to always link them to output  indicators. Process indicators 
then have the function of offering hypothetical explanations on why certain 
schools, or school systems do better than others. The notion that  process 
indicators derive their value from their relationship with output  indicators 
forms the basis of this paper; namely  to select process indicators by 
examining the findings of school effectiveness research. 
Process indicators generally refer to character ist ics of educat ional  
systems that  can be manipulated.  Adding process measures  therefore 
enhances  the policy relevance of indicator systems.  The quest ion of 
measurement is also another point. 
Generally, indicators are thought  of as quantitat ive "low inference" 
measures .  Process character is t ics  like school  c l imate,  educat iona l  
leadership and opportunity to learn are rather broad characteristics; their 
operational ization and quantif icat ion is neither straightforward nor "low 
inference". Besides, elaborate procedures ometimes have to be used to 
collect data on these. Remaining strictly within the domain of indicators 
this problem can only be solved by using "proxy" measures  of process 
characteristics, for instance by measur ing instructional time during school 
days in a year as a proxy for the time students  spend on task-related 
activities, and by omitting all process variables that are not amenable to this 
kind of approximations. Another way of tackling this problem is to use in- 
depth studies (surveys or observational studies) that  are connected to 
regular indicator systems. 
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School Effectiveness Research and the Identification of Process Indicators 
As has already been stated the most  likely rationale for selecting 
process indicators is to choose those variables that  are manipulat ive 
predictors of school output. Research l iterature on school effectiveness can 
be used as a source to identify promising process variables. Generally 
speaking, school effectiveness research is aimed at discovering school 
character ist ics that  are positively associated with school output,  usual ly 
measured as students '  achievement. Various research tradit ions can be 
subsumed under  this  heading,  inc lud ing ( in)equality of educat ion  
(sociological), educat iona l  product ion  funct ions  (economical), school 
improvement  and effective schools,  and teacher-  and inst ruct iona l  
effectiveness (psychological). Apart from these, more theoret ical  and 
analyt ic contr ibut ions from organizational science and micro-economic 
theory of public-sector organizations can also be sources of inspiration in 
selecting process indicators (see Cameron & Whetten, 1983 and Niskanen, 
1971, respectively). 
In the following sections the main findings of each of the four types of 
school effectiveness research will be briefly summar ized and used to 
generate proposals for process indicators. We shall take the findings of 
school effectiveness research at face-value, and later on shortcomings in 
interpreting these results will be discussed. 
Research on (In) Equality in Education and School Effects 
The Coleman report (Coleman et al., 1966) on the Equal Educational 
Opportunity Survey should be seen as the impressive start ing point for 
school effectiveness research, Although the major thrust  of the Coleman 
survey was to investigate (in)equality in education, it also became quite 
famous for its supposed negative conclusions on the influence of school on 
educational achievement. Coleman et al. found that schools accounted for 
approximately 10% of the variance in pupil achievement, after statistical 
adjustments had been made for the influence of background characteristics 
of pupils. The significance of this f inding for judging the importance of 
process indicators on school fun~c~ioning is that  all feasible process 
indicators one could think of would not account for more than ten percent 
of the variance in pupil achievement. 
However, depending on the achievement measure that  is used and 
the heterogeneity versus the homogeneity factor of school system in a 
particular country, later research has found a higher percentage xplained 
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by schools. Coleman's 10% is not exceptional when considering more 
recent studies (cf. Purkey & Smith, 1983; Bosker & Scheerens, 1989). 
Other large-scale studies replicated Coleman's findings in their pessimistic 
conclusions on the importance of schooling as such and its possibilities to 
lower educational inequality (Jencks et al., 1972; Hauser, Sewell & Alwin, 
1976; Thorndike,  1973). Specific school  character i s t i cs  that  were 
measured in these studies were mainly resources and material inputs (such 
as the age of the school building, per pupil expenditure and the number  of 
books in the library) a l though some measures  of teacher att i tudes and 
instances of classroom management were used. The significance of this first 
generat ion of school effectiveness research for the issue of educat ional  




School process variables account  for relatively little var iance in 
educational achievement. The educational significance of this will be 
given further consideration i a subsequent section. 
Resources and "material" inputs are not very promising in explaining 
school output,  though this would not necessar i ly imply that  they 
shou ld  not  be inc luded in ind icator  sys tems,  because  in 
heterogeneous school systems in, for instance, developing countries, 
they might still be of great importance. 
Pupil background characterist ics such as socio-economic status  or 
race should be used to adjust raw output measures to arrive at fair and 
valid per formance ind icators  and to al low for an unb iased  
interpretat ion of the inf luence of process character ist ics  on the 
functioning of schools. 
Research on Educational Production Functions 
The economic approach to school effectiveness i concerned with the 
question which inputs lead to more output, also considering the cost of the 
inputs. Stated in more abstract erms knowledge about stable relationships 
between input and output variance is sought in order to specify a function 
that  could express the effects more inputs would have on output.  This 
school of effectiveness research is both known as input output  analysis and 
as research on educat ional  product ion funct ions.  In fact this type of 
research is very similar to other types of educational effectiveness research 
in that  the relationships between school characteristics and achievement is 
investigated, while adjusting for background characteristics of pupils (such 
as level of intelligence and socio-economic status). The characteristic that 
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sets  th is  research  t rad i t ion  apar t  is the choice of a par t i cu la r  category  of 
inputs  that  are readi ly  expressed  in monetary  te rms,  such  as teacher  salary,  
teacher  exper ience ,  teacher -pup i l  rat io,  teacher  qua l i f i cat ions ,  per  pupi l  
expend i ture .  
The  resu l t s  of th i s  type  of e f fec t iveness  research  are  ra ther  
d i sappo in t ing .  Research  rev iews  l ike those  of Moste l le r  & Moyn ihan  
(1972), Averch  (1974), G lasman & B in iaminov  (1981), Hanushek  (1979, 
1986) agree upon the incons is tency  of research  f ind ings  and  the ra ther  
smal l  effect of the  input  var iab les  concerned .  To i l lus t ra te  this ,  Tab le  1, 
quoted  f rom Hanushek  (1986, p. 1161), shows  the resu l t  of a research  
review that  inc luded 147 studies .  
Table 1: Review of 147 Input-Output Studies; + Indicates a Positive Association, - a Negative 
Association of Input and Output; Quoted from Hanushek, 1986, p. 1161 
I nput  
~tati~tical significant 
Number  of  
s tud ies  + 
teacher/pupil ratio 112 9 14 
teacher qualification 106 6 5 
teacher experience 109 33 7 
teacher salary 60 9 1 
per pupil expenditure 65 13 3 
statistical non-significant 
to ta l  S igns  
n .s .  + unknown 
89 25 43 21 
95 26 32 37 
69 32 22 15 
50 15 I I  24 
49 25 13 i i  
As Tab le  1 ind icates ,  on ly  the var iab le  " teacher  exper ience"  shows  
some cons is tency ,  in that  30% of the es t imated  coeff ic ients are stat ist ica l ly  
s igni f icant.  
Hanushek 's  overal l  conc lus ion  is that  as yet  educat iona l  expend i ture  is 
not  cons is tent ly  re la ted  to ach ieve~lent .  He suggests  that  it wou ld  take 
greater  var ia t ion  in inputs  to expect  impor tant  effects. So, for ins tance ,  in 
most  count r ies  where  teacher  sa la r ies  are s t r ic t ly  regu la ted  and  ra ther  
un i fo rm,  if a sys tem of "mer i t  pay" wou ld  be in t roduced the var iance  in 
teacher  sa la r ies  wou ld  be  expected  to inc rease  and  s ign i f icant  effects in 
pupi l  ach ievement  might  be revealed.  
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Although this research tradition does not focus on "process" measures 
- in this respect  the product ion funct ions are rather  primitive in that  the 
whole area of educat ional  technology remains a black box - some of the 
input  var iables could be considered for inc lus ion in indicator  systems. 
Judging from Hanushek 's  research synthesis,  teacher  experience would be 
the most  likely candidate.  Yet, I think, part icular ly  when one wishes to 
construct  educat ional  indicators for internat ional  comparison,  it would be 
wise to include variables like per pupil expenditure and teacher /pup i l  ratio, 
since these might show significant variance between countries. 
Effective Schools Research 
After the Coleman report  a second wave of school  effect iveness 
research came into being. Its p ioneer studies can be seen as a react ion 
against Coleman's negative conclusions. As titles like "Schools can make a 
difference" (Brookover et al., 1979) and "School matters" (Mortimore et al., 
1988) show, refuting the message of the Coleman report has been, and still 
is, an important  motive for this more recent reseach. The most important  
character ist ic that  dist inguishes the effective schools research from earlier 
school effectiveness research is that  the black box of what happens  within 
schools is opened and school variables are revealed that  include school 
organization, school culture and educat ional  technology. Several types of 
effective schools research can be distinguished. 
First of all, there is a series of studies where exceptional ly effective 
schools were identif ied and descr ibed as case-studies ,  somet imes also 
compar ing them to ineffective schools in order to discover which of their 
school character is t ics  contr ibute to their super ior  results.  Examples of 
these studies are those by Lezotte, Edmonds &Ratner  (1974) and Weber 
(1971). School  character i s t i cs  that  were cons is tent ly  assoc iated with 
positive achievement were: 
A safe and orderly school climate; 
High expectations of pupils' achievement; 
Educat ional  leadership (i.e. a school leader who is actively involved in 
developing and monitor ing educat ional  activities, and who is more 
than merely an administrator); 
Frequent evaluation of pupils' progress; 
Clear objectives concerning basic skills; 
A cooperative atmosphere among the teaching staff. 
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Table 2: Twelve Key Aspects of Effectiveness (Mortlmore t al., 1988, p. 250) 
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i. Purposeful leadership of the staff by the headteacher. 
Key aspects: active involvement in school's work without exerting total control over the 
rest of the staff, record keeping. 
The involvement of the deputy head. 
Key aspect: sharing of responsibilities of head and deputy. 
The involvement of teachers, 
Key aspects: active involvement in curriculum planning, participation i decision 
making on school policy. 
Consistency amongst teachers. 
Continuity in the teaching staff and consistency ofteacher approach. 
Structured sessions. 
Key aspect: teachers offer a strict framework within which pupils can work, yet allowing 
them some freedom. 
6. Intellectually challenging teaching. 
Key aspects: asking of higher-order questions, enthusiastic approach, high expectations 
of pupils. 
7. WQrk centred environment. 
Key aspects: much content related work and feedback - relatively little time spent on 
routine matters and the maintenance of work activities; a low level of noise. 
8. Limit¢~l focus within sessions. 
A focus upon only one curriculum area in a lesson. 
9. Maximum communication between teachers and DuDils. 
A flexible approach, using a blend of individual, class and group communications - whole 
class teaching increased the amount of communication with all pupils in comparison to 
an approach where teachers devoted the majority of their time to speak with individual 
pupils. 
10. Record kee~ing. 
Record keeping by both headteachers and teachers. 
11, Parental involvement. 
Key aspects: help in classrooms, educational visits, attendance atmeetings, parents' 
reading to their children, access to books at home. 
12. Positive climate. 
Key aspects: more praise than blame, enthusiastic attitude of teachers, friendly attitude of 





A second type  of effective schoq}s s tud ies  a rose  because  of the ra ther  
surpr i s ing  fact  that  - desp i te  the  re la t ive ly  weak  research  bas is  for the  
above-ment ioned  s tud ies  - these  f ind ings  were  a lmost  immediate ly  used  as  
a gu id ing  pr inc ip le  for schoo l  improvement  programs.  A l though few of 
these  schoo l  improvement  programs have  been r igourous ly  eva luated ,  those  
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that  have been show positive program effects (e.g., Miller et al., 1985, 
Achilles & Lintz, 1986; McCormack-Larkin, 1985). It should be noted that 
these evaluations of school improvement programs show the overall effect 
of multiple changes in the funct ioning of schools, including the better 
educat ional  leadership, bui lding an achievement-or iented morale among 
pupils, st imulat ing professional att i tudes and cooperation among teaching 
staff, apply ing s t ruc tured  teach ing methods  that  inc lude f requent  
evaluation, feedback and reinforcement. 
A third type of effective schools research comprises a blending of the 
approaches of the earlier large scale input-output effectiveness studies with 
the more recent interest in process characterist ics of school functioning. 
Studies like those of Brookover et al. (1979) and Mortimore et al. (1988) 
combine relatively large sample survey research with in-depth description 
of school processes. Moreover, the latter study is not exclusively involved 
with characterist ics measured at school level but  also includes aspects of 
instruct ion at classroom level. By way of i l lustration, the factors that  
Mortimore et al. (1988) found to be positively associated with pupil 
achievement are listed in Table 2. 
It is quite obvious that  ideally these effective school characterist ics 
would require intensive data collection and high inference measurement .  
Some of them, however, can be operational ized in terms of relatively 
uncomplicated scales or questionnaire items. Some examples are 
Educational leadership 
The amount  of time headteachers spend on educational matters, as 
opposed to administrative and other tasks; 
Whether headteachers do or do not discuss test results on pupils' 
progress with teachers; 
The amount of instructional issues on the agenda of staff meetings; 
Achievement oriented policy 
The amount  of overt s tatements  in official school documents  that  
express an achievement oriented emphasis in school policy; 
Orderly and safe climate 
Stat ist ics on absenteeism,  lesson drop-out  and del inquency 
instances of the degree of order in the school; 
Ratings of school discipline by teachers and headteachers; 
as  
Clear 
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objectives 
Whether  or not  explicit school curr icu la,  s tat ing educat iona l  
objectives and levels of achievement are available; 
High expectations 
Est imates  by teachers  and/or  headteacher  of the percentage of 
s tudents  that  will complete their secondary schooling; 
Student  estimates of their further educational career; 
Monitoring/evaluation f pupils' progress 
The frequency of the use of curr iculum specific tests at each grade 
level; 
The same with respect o standardized achievement tests; 
- Whether or not the school uses a (computerized) system to monitor 
pupils' progress at all grade levels; 
Continuity and consensus among teachers 
- The amount  of changes in staff over a certain period; 
- The presence or absence of subject-based communicat ion platforms 
(secondary education}; 
The degree of opportunity for communicat ion and cooperation among 
staff. 
Some character ist ics associated with school effectiveness could be 
assessed by unobtrus ive observations by researchers or inspectors. For 
instance the presence or absence of grafitti in and around the school and 
the noise level in school corridors. Other character ist ics ,  main ly  at 
c lassroom level, would require detai led observat ion and report ing by 
teachers and pupils. It would require quite some creativity to find proxy- 
measures  for these effective school character ist ics  that  would fit the 
requirement of easy, low-inference measurement.  Some characteristics that 
might be readily available from school records include: 
Staff turnover within a certain period; 
Existence of a specific schooL~urriculum; 
The presence or absence o fprocedures  and records to monitor 
s tudent  progress; 
Whether or not schools keep records on examination results and the 
percentage of students passing on to higher education. 
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Research on Instruct ional Effectiveness 
It would be far beyond the scope of this paper  to at tempt  to give a 
comprehensive overview of the research l i terature on teacher  effectiveness, 
effective c lass rooms,  ins t ruct iona l  e f fect iveness  and the like. The 
d is t inguish ing character is t ic  of this s t ream of educat iona l  research  - 
compared to the var ious types of school effectiveness studies descr ibed 
earlier - is the fact that  process character ist ics of educat ion are studied at 
the teacher  or c lassroom level. So, when we are consider ing variables at 
this level that  have been found to be associated with achievement,  we are 
really delving into the pr imary process of schooling. We shall come back to 
the quest ion which place these kind of micro-level variables could have 
when considering indicator systems. 
Where a detailed overview of the relevant research l i terature is out of 
the question, the next best solution in the search for the most promising 
process variables is to use already existing research reviews. Fortunately,  
many excel lent reviews are available (e.g., Kyle, 1985; Brophy & Good, 
1986). Moreover, a growing amount  of quantitative syntheses of research on 
educational  productivity has become available (Walberg, 1984; Fraser  et al., 
1987; Kulik & Kulik, 1982). 
This review l iterature reveals a set of categories of variables that  have 
repeatedly been shown to be positively associated with achievement (for a 
more detailed account  of the selection of these variables see Scheerens,  
1989). These are: 
Effect ive learning t ime or "time on task". Specific aspects of learning time 
are: the durat ion of the schoolday, schoolweek and schoolyear, whether  or 
not pupils get homework assignments, the amount  of the official durat ion of 
lessons that  is actually spent on task-related work, absenteeism, drop-out of 
lessons and real location of the total time that  is available for instruct ion 
over school subjects.  Issues of school discipline are also related to the 
amount  of time that is effectively available for instruction. 
Al though interpret ing the results  of increased effective learning is 
straightforward,  two points should be noted. Firstly, it is obvious that  
extending the official school hours  must  at some point become counter-  
productive. Secondly, moderate increases in learning time have yielded only 
moderate ffects on achievement (cf. Levin0 1988; Walberg, 1984). 
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Structured or "direct" teaching. 
The general idea of structured or "direct" teaching is the application 
of frequent interventions to support the learning process. Examples of this 
include: stat ing educat ional  objectives clearly, dividing the total subject 
matter  that  must  be learned into relatively small units,  providing a well- 
planned sequence of these units, providing many opportunities for pupils to 
do excercises, giving cues and hints, frequent questioning and testing to 
monitor progress, and giving feedback. 
Mastery learning is a didactic approach in which most  of these 
pr inc ip les  are represented .  A l though d i rect  teach ing  has  been 
demonstrated to be particularly effective in pr imary education and for the 
teaching of basic skills, it has also been shown to work in secondary 
education and in the teaching of higher order cognitive skills, though in a 
somewhat  modified form - larger steps in subject matter  presentat ion,  
more initiative for pupils (cf. Doyle, 1985; Collins & Stevens, 1982). 
Adaptive instruction, i.e. adapting instruct ion to pupil characteristics, in
matters  like pace and way of presentat ion,  can be seen as a more 
individualized use of structured teaching. 
Opportunity to learn or "content covered". The essence of "opportunity to 
learn" is the correspondence between the subject matter  that  has been 
taught  and the content of the tests that  are used to measure achievement. 
As is to be expected, pupils do better when the subject matter  is covered by 
test- items. 
Teacher attitudes and expectations. As was shown in older l iterature on 
teacher research, the enthusiast ic att itude of teachers is important.  From 
more recent studies where effective teaching is compared to less effective 
teaching in inner-city schools , it seems important hat  teachers remain 
optimistic about the capabilities of their student; nothing seems worse than 
a defeatist att itude. This att i tudinal  factor of teacher functioning directly 
cor responds  to the high expectat ions  variable known from school 
effectiveness l iterature. 
Enhancing student  motivation. According to Walberg's (1984) research 
synthes is ,  the var iable most  s t rongly  re lated to ach ievement  is 
reinforcement. This variable is closely related to structured teaching, where 
frequent monitoring of progress and feedback are important. It appears that 
praise, or positive feedback, works far better than punishment  (see Brophy 
& Good 1986, for a more detailed analysis). 
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The alterable curriculum of the home. This category of variables - as it was 
named by Walberg (1984) - covers for the ways in which the home situation 
of s tudents  can affect school performance. Positive instances  of this 
category include parental interest in what children do at school, reading to 
children at home and moderate television viewing. 
Excursion: Towards a More Comprehensive Conceptualization f School 
Effectiveness 
Before going into the question of whether these instructional variables 
are amenable to relatively easy low inference measurement ,  and more 
generally, what part they might play in indicator systems, an attempt will be 
made to integrate the resul ts  of the var ious types of educat iona l  
effectiveness tudies into one general model. As already stated, the rationale 
that  is being followed to identify and select useful process indicators is to 
look for those process-var iables that  are regarded as manipu lat ive  
predictors of educational achievement. 
Thus, the development of a conceptual model of school effectiveness 
is of direct relevance to identifying prospective process indicators. Some of 
the building blocks of a comprehensive model of school effectiveness have 
already been presented: a context- input-process-output-analyt ic framework 
and the most important results from various types of school effectiveness 
research. To these three "ingredients" must  be added: 
a A multi-level framework which is most useful in specifying the input- 
process-output-context lements of school effectiveness models; 
b. A perspective to analyse the relat ionship between context- and 
process variables known as "contingency theory"; 
c. A perspective for the relationship between school-level organizational 
and manager ia l  condit ions and process character ist ics  of school 
functioning at the micro (i.e. classroom) level. 
Multi-Level Framework 
For the purpose of developing a conceptua l  model of school 
effectiveness it is most useful to think of the measurement  of the various 
types of variables at the lowest level of aggregation at which they can be 
defined. Besides conceptual clarity this has the advantage that  available 
statistical techniques for multi-level analysis yield the most precise results. 
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This implies that  the context- input-process-output framework from which 
we start would need at least four levels: 
The measurement  of output  (achievement/attainment) a d important 
background var iables (SES, previous educat iona l  achievement,  
intelligence) at s tudent  level; 
The measurement  of ins t ruc t iona l  p rocess  var iab les  at 
teacher /c lassroom level; 
The measurement  of organizational,  cur r icu lum and manager ia l  
process variables at school level; 
The measurement  of material and financial inputs , also at school 
level; 
The measurement  of context variables either at school level (i.e. 
school size) or regional evel. 
Contingency Perspective 
The general view of cont ingency theory is that  it depends upon 
contextual characteristics whether or not specific organizational structures 
or manager ia l  processes will be effective (e.g. Mintzberg, 1979). At first 
glance cont ingency theory seems at odds with school effectiveness 
research, which is concerned with a set of school characterist ics that  is 
very robust  in predicting effectiveness. On closer analysis of the research 
and l i terature on school effectiveness it becomes clear that  claims 
regarding the general ization of effective predictors across contexts have 
only partly survived empirical tests (Firestone & Herriott, 1982; Teddlie et 
al., 1987; Scheerens,  Nanninga & Pelgrum, 1989). In fact, including 
contextual variables like student-body composition, school type, or national 
educat ional  context can be seen as a relatively new and very interesting 
development in school effectiveness research. Some studies even try to 
es tab l i sh  in teract ions  between var ious  contextua l  condi t ions  and 
per formance (i.e. Fr iedkin & Necochea, 1988, who invest igated the 
interact ional  effect o f  school size and SES student-body composit ion on 
performance).  
Two appl ications of cont ingency thinking seem to be part icular ly 
relevant o the subject of school effectiveness. First, in organizational theory 
the notion of effectiveness as it is used in research l iterature on school 
effectiveness (i.e. productivity) is sometimes een as just  one particular type 
of effectiveness. Alternative effectiveness criteria are resource acquisition, 
stability and control in the functioning of the organization and cohesion and 
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morale among the organization's members (Cameron & Whetten, 1983; 
Faerman & Quinn, 1985). Depending on contingency factors such as the 
degree of environmental uncerta inty the organization is faced with, or the 
stage of its development,  the emphas is  on each of these types of 
effectiveness criteria might shift. For instance, when a school is faced with 
important  drops in enrolment, it is quite understandable  that  relatively 
more energy will be put into acquiring more pupils. And when a school, for 
whatever eason, has to merge with another one, a lot of attention will have 
to be given to reaching stability and control in the new organization. 
As school effectiveness research shows, schools differ in the degree 
to which ach ievement  is emphas ized in school policy and teacher  
expectations. Moreover, achievement orientation is generally found to be 
pos i t ive ly  re la ted  to ac tua l  ach ievement .  The organ izat iona l  
conceptua l i zat ion  that  recognizes effect iveness cr i ter ia other  than  
productivity and explains their relative influence in a part icular setting by 
referring to contextual  conditions, helps in answering the question why 
some schools are more achievement oriented than others. 
The second instance of cont ingency th ink ing relevant to school 
effectiveness is recognizing the importance of external  incentives on 
achievement oriented school policy. 
The political will of a school to achieve is perhaps the most essential 
condit ion for actual  school effectiveness. When higher administrat ive 
bodies, consumers,  or other stake-holders also emphasize achievement or 
even reward schools for high achievement and "punish" others for low 
achievement, this political will can even be seen as a malleable factor. In 
this respect a range of measures  including output  f inance of schools, 
"privatizing" schools, deregulation, voucher systems and publishing schools' 
performance in local newspapers is relevant. Micro-economic theories on 
the efficiency of public sector organizations (i.e. Niskanen, 1971, Breton & 
Wintrobe, 1982) explain how these mechanisms operate. For our purpose 
we can put  all these external mechanisms for st imulat ing schools to be 
effective under  the heading achievement incentives in the local and the 
larger school environment. At the local level we could look at the presence 
or absence of achievement s andards for schools, clear objectives, evaluation 
systems and public records on school achievement.  When comparing 
national educational systems one could measure the presence or absence of 
assessment  projects, the degree to which the inspectorate mploys output 
evaluation, the development of consumerism on education, whether or not 
output finance is used, etc. 
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Meso-Micro Relat ionships 
In our earl ier review of different types of educat ional  effectiveness 
research we discussed research which focuses on process characterist ics at
the school level and instruct ional  effectiveness research where processes at 
the teacher  or c lassroom level are of central interest. Both research schools 
have yielded a list of the most promising process characterist ics,  i.e. school 
and inst ruct iona l  character is t ics  respectively.  The re lat ionship between 
these two categories is an important  aspect of our envisaged comprehensive 
model of school effectiveness. The most straightforward way of seeing this 
meso (school level) - micro (classroom level) relat ionship is to assume that 
meso-level condit ions facil itate micro-level condit ions.  This implies that  
instruct ional  processes are seen as the most direct determinants  of school 
learning and achievement, and that organizational nd curr icular conditions 
at school level are thought  of as more indirect condit ions of educat ional  
achievement.  
When we examine the actual  research outcomes on meso and micro 
condit ions of educat ional  achievement more closely, it is evident that  some 
impor tant  var iab les  are mean ingfu l  at  both  the schoo l  and 
teacher /c lassroom level: 
St ructured teaching at classroom level can be st imulated by means of 
expl icit  cur r i cu la r  pol icy at school  level (e.g. by us ing school 
development plans); 
High expectat ions of s tudent  per formance is essential ly a variable 
defined at the teacher  level, though its aggregate, an achievement  
oriented school policy, may be taken as a whole that  exceeds the sum 
of its parts; 
Order in c lassrooms will be enhanced by an orderly atmosphere in 
other parts of the school building; 
F requent  monitor ing of pupils'  progress will usual ly  take place at 
c lassroom level, though this evaluation may be a result  of a school 
evaluation policy and wiU benefit from inst ruments  at this level, such 
as computer ized school evaluat ion or a management  information 
system; '~ 
Opportuni ty  to learn can be aefined at the c lassroom level, but  can 
also be seen as being enhanced by a school curr iculum that is closely 
l inked to the educat ional  objectives that  determine the contents of 
achievement tests. 
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Apart from these factors that  can be defined at both school and 
classroom level, we can discern a second class of conditions at school level 
that  facil itate effective instruct ion at c lassroom level. Their successful  
operat ion is dependent  on the organizat ion 's  upers t ruc ture  (e.g., 
management ,  coordinat ion structures)  protect ing the core product ion 
process against disturbances and external uncertainties (Thompson, 1967). 
Instructional leadership, the degree of collaborative planning and collegial 
relat ionships plus an active policy in recruit ing students  and acquiring 
resources are examples of the latter type of conditions that  have received 
some support in research literature on school effectiveness. 
Synthesis 
The ingredients for a comprehensive model of school effectiveness 
are in place. To summarize we have: 
An analytic systems model recognizing context, input, process and 
output variables; 
A multi-level framework discerning pupil-, classroom-, school and 
environmental characteristics; 
Perspectives to view the interrelationships between variables defined 
at different levels, most notably contingency theory and organizational 
conditions that facilitate the schools' primary process; 
Substantive findings from different ypes of educational effectiveness 
research. 
Figure 2 gives a schematic summary of the model. 
The hypotheses that have been stated on the interrelationship of the 
various categories of variables form the extra dimension that  this model 
offers to a mere listing of the most promising variables. Although empirical 
testing of this integral model, and developing the theoretical explanations 
of these hypothetical relationships is clearly beyond the scope of indicator 
development, its present  tentative formulat ion might nevertheless be 
helpful in selecting those process variables that  are most  relevant in 
exploring the causes of achievement differences between schools. 
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Figure 2: Integral Model of School Effectiveness 
Some Prob lems in  In terpret ing  the  Resu l ts  of  Schoo l  E f fec t iveness  
Research  
Empi r i ca l  Bas is  
The  research  base  that  suppc~rts  the  l i s t  o f fac ors  that  is  p resented  in  
F igure  2 var ies  cons iderab ly  among the  ind iv idua l  var iab les .  Some var iab les  
have  been shown to  have  a pos i t ive  assoc ia t ion  w i th  ach ievement  in  many 
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s tud ies ,  o thers ,  like for ins tance  per  pup i l  expend i ture ,  have  been  
invest igated many t imes but  the resul ts  show no cons is tent  pattern.  Some 
other variables only have a relatively weak research  base  and their inc lus ion 
in the model  is more a mat ter  of conjecture than  solid empir ical  evidence. 
Table 3 g ives  an overview of the degree to wh ich  each of the factors in 
Figure 2 has  been empir ical ly supported.  
Table 3: Degree of Empirical Support for Associated Educational Process Variables with 
Achievement 
Strong Moderate An, as yet, 
empirical empirical weak empi- Mostly 
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As appears from Table 3 we are still far from an empirically supported 
comprehensive school effectiveness model. In my opinion this should not 
prec lude the use of the available research  evidence as a reasonable  
des ideratum to identify prospective process indicators. At the same time 
we should  realize that  the available research  base still leaves much 
uncerta inty  as to the status of certain factors, which also implies that  other 
reviewers of the l i terature will probably come up with somewhat  varying 
lists of most  important  factors (see for example Purkey & Smith, 1983; 
Bossert,  1988). 
Narrow Focus? 
Although the use of educational atta inment data (e.g. the proportion of 
an age cohort that  passes the final examination of secondary school) is not 
at all uncommon in school  effect iveness research,  most  effectiveness 
studies  have used ach ievement  test data on a l imited set of subjects 
(language and mathematics).  
Since nat ional  educat ional  systems, school distr icts and individual 
schools may differ in the degree to which they value these part icu lar  
educat ional  outputs,  they will also look differently upon the usefulness of 
school effectiveness models that  rest upon this narrow definition of school 
output.  A counter -argument  to this possible source of normative relativity of 
school effectiveness research findings is that  we are dealing here with basic 
educational objectives that  appear in tests and examinations exactly because 
they are thought  of as very important.  Yet, it seems wise to keep an open 
mind to di f ferences in normat ive contexts  in which indicator  systems, 
inspired by school effectiveness models, are to be applied. 
"Small" Effects 
A problem in interpreting the results of school effectiveness research 
is in how far the sizes of malleable ducational characterist ics are to be seen 
as educat ional ly  significant. It is common knowledge that  these process 
character i s t i cs  genera l ly  expla in re lat ively l ittle var iance  in pupi l  
achievement,  Before going into this, it should be noted first and foremost, \ 
that  we are always dealing with reZative school effects, that  is, the degree to 
which schools differ among themselves in average achievement. 
Defensive research titles like: "Schools can make a difference" and 
"School matters" seem to have been used as weapons against the straw-man 
argument  hat  it does not matter whether or not children go to school. In a 
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sample of about  30 school effectiveness tudies (Scheerens,  1989) the 
average var iance between schools was about  12% of the total (i.e. pupil- 
level) var iance in achievement (range: 5% - 40%). (All f igures on school 
effect sizes that  are given in this section are based on achievement scores 
that  have been adjusted for pupils' background character ist ics) .  This 
implies that  specific school- level character is t ics  can only account  for a 
certain proport ion of the variance between schools, which means that these 
specific school-level character ist ics may not explain more than, say, 4% of 
pupil-level variance. This tiny effect would - in a s ituat ion where variance 
between schools is 12%- still mean that the variable in quest ion explained 
one-third of all that  specific school factors could explain in this part icular 
situation. 
In interpreting school effects we should bear in mind that up to 75% 
of the var iance in pupil achievement can be accounted for by factors like 
intelligence and social economic factors which are to a large extend beyond 
the reach of educat ive manipulat ion.  This means  that  the total direct 
inf luence of school ing is relat ively smal l  as far as a pupi l 's  overall 
achievement level is concerned. 
Interpret ing school effects in their proper  perspect ive could benefit  
from more insightful  ways of expressing effect sizes (see Rutter,  1983; 
Bosker  & Scheerens,  1989). A general  approach  to accompl ish ing this 
would be to attach some kind of societal value to score levels on the output  
variable. Purkey & Smith (1983) give an example of this by translat ing a
difference of two-thirds of a s tandard deviation in ach ievement  between 
highest scoring and lowest scoring schools into a certain time interval (in 
their  case one year) that  expresses the degree the average pupil  of the 
highest scoring school is ahead of the average pupil of the lowest scoring 
school. 
The conclusion on the "small effects" in school effectiveness research 
is that  we should use more specific express ions of effects than merely 
"percentage of total variance explained", and by doing so we may discover 
that  so-called "small effects" may still be of educational importance. 
Conceptual  and Methodological Problems in School Effectiveness Research 
Conceptua l  p rob lems in in terpret ing  the resu l ts  of school  
effectiveness research are closely related to the correlational nature  of most 
s tudies  and the "inductive" approach  in bui ld ing school  effect iveness 
models. So, for instance, it is hard to say whether  a variable like "high 
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expectations of pupils' progress" is to be seen as cause or effect of high 
ach ievement ,  when we have not  exper imenta l ly  man ipu la ted  the 
expectations variable. More generally, we may have some ideas now on what 
variables work in education, yet, we still have little knowledge on the causal 
mechan isms that  explain the correlations. The l inks with more general 
explanatory principles or theories are still relatively weakly developed (ef. 
Scheerens & Stoel, 1988). 
Methodological weakness of school effectiveness research has been 
thoroughly described in various review articles (e.g., Ralph & Fennessey, 
1983). "Small samples", "insufficient adjustment  for important background 
character i s t i cs  of schooling", "reactive research ar rangements"  and 
"improper use of analysis techniques" are the main points of criticism. 
Although these conceptual and methodological problems are certainly 
one more reason to treat the results of school effectiveness research 
cautiously, some counter-arguments should be considered too. As to the 
methodological criticism, it should be remarked that results have shown a 
considerable robustness  in the face of varying research sett ings and 
research approaches. An argument  for the emergent school effectiveness 
model that  is hard to neglect - though it is not very scientific - is its 
intuitive appeal. Some of the basic principles, like more success in specific 
kinds of school output when these outputs are actively strived for and are an 
explicit policy of the school, and better results when more time is invested, 
simply make sense. Finally, some attempts have been made to link the 
f indings of school effectiveness research to more general explanatory 
principles like learning theory, X-efficiency, and certain conceptualizations 
from organization theory (Scheerens & Stoel, 1988). 
Despite all cautionary notes that have been made in this section it still 
seems permissible to use the research l iterature on school effectiveness as 
a best guess for proposing likely candidates for process indicators. Perhaps 
the most important suggestion that  these points of criticism have yielded is 
to consider  careful ly the usefu lness  of specific var iables within the 
particular (national or local) educational context. 
Multiple Context, Multiple Level and Multiple Measurement Applications of 
Pro c~ess Indicators 
As stated in the introductory section, indicator systems can be used 
in several administrative contexts: by national educational policymakers; by 
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officers at local level, by managers at school level and even by teachers at 
the classroom level. 
A second d ist inct ion that  has  been used in this paper  is the 
aggregation level at which basic variables, from which indicators can be 
computed ,  are measured .  In our  comprehens ive  model  of school  
effectiveness we discerned measures  at student,  teacher /c lass ,  chool and 
school-context level. Although we use the same levels as reference points 
for both dist inct ions there is no compell ing one-to-one cor respondence 
between the two, since the highest administrat ive level may wish to use 
measures at any level of aggregation. 
A third dimension that  can be used for classifying indicators refers to 
the nature  of measurements .  Whether  we are deal ing with high or low 
inference measurements  (e.g., the number  of books in a school l ibrary vs. 
educational leadership), whether  or not measures  are readily available from 
existing data sources and whether  we can use standard ized quant i tat ive 
scales or must  rely on relatively unst ructured  methods (such as part ic ipant 
observat ion or "open" interviews). The nature  of measures  on which 
educat iona l  indicators  rely depends  on whether  indicator  sys tems are 
exclusively thought of as "closed" information systems of longitudinal data or 
as "looser" st ructures that  also allow for the inclusion of specific evaluative 
studies (such as the internat ional  comparisons of educat ional  achievement 
conducted by the International Association for the Evaluation of Educational 
Achievement, [IEA], or in-depth studies that  could be conducted by audit 
commiss ions  or the inspectorate.  When we are looking at educat ional  
indicator systems from the perspect ive of mult iple administrat ive levels, 
mult ip le  levels of aggregat ion of bas ic  data  and mult ip le  types of 
measurement ,  we are clearly us ing a broad interpretat ion  of the term 
"educat ional  indicator". The common core of all these appl icat ions still 
conforms to the def init ion that  was stated in the ideology section: 
measurement  of key aspects of educat ional  systems that  are of evaluative 
relevance. 
According to the three distinctions that  were discussed, we could use 
a three-d imensional  f ramework to classify types of indicator appl icat ions 
(see Figure 3). 
II Aggregation 
level of measures 
I Admin is t ra t ive  level 
Process Indicators 
Ill Complexity of 
measurement 
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Figure 3: A Three-dimensional Framework to Classify Types of Indicator Applications. 
In o rder  to determine  the  role of p rocess  ind icators  w i th in  th is  
f ramework  of app l i ca t ions  some of the  most  l ikely combinat ions  of scale 
po in ts  on the three d imens ions  of F igure 3 will be examined.  
Determin ing  the Condi t ion of Educat ion  at  the Nat ional  Level 
First,  we cons ider  dec is ion -mak ing  at  the nat iona l  level suppor ted  by  
summary  s ta t i s t i cs  at  h igh  levels  of aggregat ion  us ing  low in ference  
measures  and  ex is t ing  data  bases .  Th is  is the more  t rad i t iona l  type of 
app l icat ion  of educat iona l  indicators .  
Descr ipt ive  s ta t i s t i cs  on, for ins tance ,  enro lments  and  f inanc ia l  data  
are l ikely to be inc luded in th is  type of app l i ca t ion  of ind icators ,  as are 
s tat i s t i cs  on educat iona l  product iv i ty  in te rms of, for instance,  propor t ion  of 
age cohor ts  that  pass  final examinat ions .  Could one conceive of a place for 
p rocess  ind icators  in th is  k ind  of macro- leve l  ind icator  sys tem? The a im of 
inc lud ing  process  ind icators  would  be to gain ins ight  into poss ib le  causes  
for h igh or low educat iona l  product iv i ty  in a par t i cu la r  per iod.  The diff iculty 
w i th  process  var iab les  (see the l ist that  is conta ined  in F igure  2) is, of 
course,  that  most  of them are ne i ther  easi ly measurab le  nor  readi ly avai lable 
f rom exist ing data  sources .  Some proxy var iab les  that  might  be cons idered 
as a bas i s  for macro- leve l  p rocess  ind icators  are: 
- number  of schoo ldays  per  year  for a par t i cu la r  schoo l  type in a 
par t i cu la r  year;  
- depend ing  on fo rmal  regu la t ions  wh ich  requ i re  schoo ls  to reg is ter  
lesson  "drop-out" ,  the percentage  of lessons  that  - for one reason  or 
another  - was  not  given for a par t i cu la r  school  type, dur ing  a specif ic 
per iod .  
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These two variables could be used for calculating an indicator of net- 
time for tuition. The policy relevance of such an indicator would depend on 
the variabi l i ty of this indicator  over time. It could also play a role in 
in ternat iona l  compar i sons  of the funct ion ing of nat iona l  educat iona l  
systems. 
One could also th ink of construct ing a macro-level indicator for the 
evaluative potential  of educat ional  systems. In this respect  it would be 
relevant whether  or not a country  has a nat ional  assessment  project and 
whether  or not the results of assessment  are fed back to individual schools. 
At the national evel this indicator could be of relevance because of possible 
changes over time, for instance, when a national assessment  project is still 
in a developmental phase (as is the case in the Netherlands). 
A final possibil ity for a proxy-macro-process indicator could be in the 
area of educational leadership, for instance, by using a measure  of the total 
effort (time, money, enrolments) of management  training courses directed 
at st imulat ing this. It should be noted, however, that  such  an indicator 
would require ra ther  detai led content -ana lys is  of exist ing management  
training courses and therefore would probably not fit the requ i rement  of 
easy measurement.  
The conclus ion is that  process indicators only have a limited place 
within pure macro level indicator systems. If, however, one would consider 
patch ing up these indicator  systems by means  of in -depth  studies  of 
process variables that  could be l inked to regular data streams,  there is a 
t remendous  increase in possibilities. In-depth studies could take the form 
of comparat ive internat iona l  surveys,  specific research  projects at the 
national  level, or audits by expert committ ies or the inspectorate.  In these 
studies all process variables mentioned in Figure 2 could be included, be it 
by means  of scales and quest ionnaire  items or by means  of more open 
check-l ists for observation or content-analysis.  
School Monitoring at the District Level 
District-level monitoring of schools could benefit from systematic data 
collection as a basis for a limited set of indicators. For such management  
in format ion  systems,  as for the prev ious ly  d i scussed  appl icat ion of 
indicators,  low inference measures  would be preferable. The most likely 
level of aggregation of the data would be school level, though teacher-  and 
s tudent  level data might also be used. Financial and output  data (both in 
terms of overall  product iv i ty  and s tudent  achievement)  are the most  
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important data categories for such monitoring systems. Examples of 
process variables that could be included are: 
Whether  or not schools use explicit achievement s tandards  (to be 
deduced from school curricula, development plans or other official 
documents);  
Whether or not school leaders refer to achievement records in official 
documents and brochures intended for the school community; 
The amount  of non- teaching time that  is spent  on collaborative 
planning of curricula and lessons by the staff; 
Number of students expelled from school, in a particular school year; 
Whether or not headteachers formally evaluate staff on a regular basis; 
The frequency of the use of achievement tests at all grade levels; 
Figures on pupil absenteeism and lesson drop-out. 
The above variables are assumed to be available from administrative 
school records or assessed by means of relatively brief encounters  w i th  
headteachers.  The process variables could be enlarged if research-like data 
collection was added at regular intervals. 
School Self-Evaluation 
One might say that  the two applications of indicator systems that  
were d iscussed in the above are accountabi l i ty  or iented rather  than  
improvement oriented. In my opinion, the distinction between evaluating 
for accountabi l i ty vs. evaluating for improvement should not be drawn too 
sharp, since there is an important common element in both: the element of 
learning by means of empirical test and feedback of information to relevant 
actors. However, the third kind of application of educational indicators that 
will be referred to here, is most strongly associated with improvement (cf. 
Hopkins & Leask, 1989). Although output indicators deserve a central place 
in self-evaluation procedures like in all other applications of educational 
indicators, in procedures for self-evaluation or school-based review, process 
variables are of particular elevance. Since organizational learning is the key 
motive for using self-evaluation schedules for school improvement, one will 
need rather detailed information, on those processes that  might explain 
disappointing results and at the same time offer handles for improvement. 
The list of process variables, based on the results of school effectiveness 
results,  might be used to review existing schemes and check-l ists for 
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school-based review (for an overview of these check-l ists, see Hopkins, 
1987). 
One might conceive of integrating these macro-, meso- and micro- 
level applications of indicators. In fact, the US educational  data redesign 
project (Teaubert, 1987) does exactly this. In this way, detailed information 
is collected at the lowest unit  (the classroom), and part of this information 
is aggregated to be used at the next level up, and so on. Although such an 
integrated mult iple context, mult iple level and mult iple measurement  
indicator systems have important  advantages,  it is a very ambit ious 
endeavour. One could also conceive of looser coupling of macro-meso and 
micro applications, for instance by exchanging ins t ruments  between the 
various contexts of application. 
Conclusion 
Process indicators are a somewhat difficult category among other, 
more establ ished types of indicators. The main difficulty is that  process 
indicators usual ly require rather complicated procedures of data collection 
and measurement  and thus do not fit the requirement of readily available 
data for computing indicators. Yet, there is an important motive to try and 
include process information in indicator systems. Like data on resources 
and inputs, process data provide background material that  is helpful in 
mak ing  sense out of mere performance data on the funct ion ing of 
educational systems. 
In this paper the l iterature on school and instruct ional effectiveness 
has been used to suggest likely candidates for process indicators. At the 
same time the scope for discussing the application of process indicators 
was enlarged by also considering indicator applications at administrative 
levels below that  of national governments. In Table 4 the list of variables 
that is proposed here as a basis for the development of process indicators is 
compared to other lists of process indicators that have been proposed. 
As appears from Table 4, there is considerable agreement between 
the proposal that is made here and those by Oakes, Benveniste and Teauber. 
The proposals by Unesco and Windham are stated in more general terms. 
The one factor that is included in all of the proposals ummarized in Table 
4 is instructional time. 
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Table 4: Comparison of Sets of Process Indicators 
Scheerens. 1989 






Quality of curriculum 
Evaluative potential 
Orderly climate 
Time on task 
Structured teaching 




Unesco. 1976 Windham. 1988 
Allocation of resources 
Retention & progression 
rates 
Teacher/hours per pupil 
per year 
Cost and management 
Instructional organization 
Alternative technologies 





type of instruction (whole class, small group, etc.) 
Time on task 
School climate 
Influence of peer group 
BcnvCntste, 191~7 Oakes. 1987 
Teacher time (teaching/non-teaching) 
Student learning time: 
- course enrolment 
- turnover rates 
- pupil/teacher ratios 
- schoolday activities 
- length of schoolyear 
- out of school earning time 
Order and consistency: 
- truancy, absenteeism, vandalism, disruptions 
- student turnover 
- student cooperative behaviour 
Access to knowledge (e.g. instructional time) 
Press for achievement (e.g. graduation 
requirements) 
Professional conditions for teaching 
(e.g. time spent on collaborative planning) 
The  categor ies  of var iab les  that  d i s t ingu ish  the  proposa l  that  is made here  
f rom the  o thers  are:  ach ievement  s t imu lants  f rom the  schoo l  env i ronment ,  
s t ruc tured  teach ing  and  the eva luat ive  potent ia l  of the  school .  
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